TSMC Expands Advanced Technology Leadership with N4P Process
N4P Extends the Performance, Power Efficiency and Density Leadership of the 5nm Platform
Hsinchu, Taiwan, R.O.C., Oct. 26, 2021 - TSMC (TWSE: 2330, NYSE: TSM) today introduced
its N4P process, a performance-focused enhancement of the 5-nanometer technology platform.
N4P joins the industry’s most advanced and extensive portfolio of leading-edge technology
processes. With N5, N4, N3 and the latest addition of N4P, TSMC customers will have multiple
and compelling choices for power, performance, area, and cost for its products.
As the third major enhancement of TSMC’s 5nm family, N4P will deliver an 11% performance
boost over the original N5 technology and a 6% boost over N4. Compared to N5, N4P will also
deliver a 22% improvement in power efficiency as well as a 6% improvement in transistor
density. In addition, N4P lowers process complexity and improves wafer cycle time by reducing
the number of masks. N4P demonstrates TSMC’s pursuit and investment in continuous
improvement of our process technologies.
TSMC customers often invest precious resources to develop new IP, architectures, and other
innovations for their products. The N4P process was designed for an easy migration of 5nm
platform-based products, which enables customers to not only better maximize their investment
but will also deliver faster and more power efficient refreshes to their N5 products.
N4P designs will be well-supported by TSMC’s comprehensive design ecosystem for silicon IP
and EDA. With TSMC and its Open Innovation Platform® partners helping to accelerate the
product development cycle, the first products based on N4P technology are expected to tape out
by the second half of 2022.
“With N4P, TSMC strengthens our portfolio of advanced logic semiconductor technologies, each
with its unique blend of performance, power efficiency and cost. N4P was optimized to provide a
further enhanced advanced technology platform for both HPC and mobile applications,” said Dr.
Kevin Zhang, Senior Vice President of Business Development at TSMC. “Between all the
variants of N5, N4 and N3 technologies, our customers will have the ultimate flexibility and
unmatched choice of the best mix of attributes for their products.”

About TSMC
TSMC pioneered the pure-play foundry business model when it was founded in 1987, and has
been the world’s leading dedicated semiconductor foundry ever since. The Company supports a
thriving ecosystem of global customers and partners with the industry’s leading process
technologies and portfolio of design enablement solutions to unleash innovation for the global
semiconductor industry. With global operations spanning Asia, Europe, and North America,
TSMC serves as a committed corporate citizen around the world.
TSMC deployed 281 distinct process technologies, and manufactured 11,617 products for 510
customers in 2020 by providing broadest range of advanced, specialty and advanced packaging
technology services. TSMC is the first foundry to provide 5-nanometer production capabilities,
the most advanced semiconductor process technology available in the world. The Company is
headquartered in Hsinchu, Taiwan. For more information, please visit https://www.tsmc.com.
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